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Mac Ventilation Site

The Mac Ventilation warehouse section is currently occupied by a 
single storey red brick warehouse which covers the majority of the 
site. The boundary is predominantly defined by a tenement gable with 
the north west corner being used as a yard to serve the warehouse 
accommodation. 
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Surrounding Site Photographs

The site is split into two halves by Elderpark Street and Nimmo 
Drive defines the southern most boundary. Elderpark Street is 
predominantly residential with a strong linear presence as can be 
seem from image 5. Nimmo Drive contains a mix of uses most 
notably the extensive derelict school building directly opposite the 
community centre site. 

The wider surrounding built form is a juxtaposition of residential stone 
tenement dwellings and industrial developments which provides a 
mixture of materials and forms. 

The Mac Ventilation building uses a red brick facade and a low 
pitched metal corrugated sheet roof finish. On the opposite corner, 
another industrial red brick building marks the corner of the road 
junction with a gable front onto Nimmo Drive and some brick detailing 
used to make what could have been a flat elevation more interesting.

The school opposite the south boundary of the site on Nimmo Drive 
sits off the pavement line which provides some defensible space 
between the public pavement and the school.  Higher windows (off 
ground), line the bottom floor to deter any privacy or vandalism issues 
(Image 6).  The school uses a red sandstone brick as a facade finish.  
In general, the surrounding building mix between buff sandstone, red 
sandstone and a red brick.

6 - View north along Elderpark Street  
 
7 - View east along Nimmo Drove

5 - View at corner of Nimmo Drive and Uist Street

8 - View at corner of Nimmo Drive and Elderpark Street looking at 
     Mac Ventilation warehouse. 
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SITE SURROUNDINGS

As seen in the adjacent image the site has a reasonably close 
proximity to Elder Park and Pirie Park recreation grounds. The site 
is within travel distance of Cardonald Park and Queen Elizabeth 
University Hospital as well as some of Glasgow’s main tourist 
attractions;  
 
- Transport Museum (Riverside) 
- SSE Hydro 
- Glasgow Science Centre 
 
To the east of the site sits an Industrial estate, which is fenced off/
hidden to the residential area where the site resides. This industrial 
estate dates before the existence of the buildings currently occupying 
both sites. 
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Residential Context Industrial/Commercial Context
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WIDER SITE CONTEXT

Residential
The surrounding residential areas (top left) comprise of a range of 
different typologies from different eras. This presents the opportunity 
to relate to, whilst also respecting the adjacent area of industrial/
commercial structures (bottom left), which sit at a very contrasting 
scale and density to that of the residential blocks.

Green Space
While the scale of the site limits the opportunity to contribute 
meaningfully to green space in the immediate urban context, the site 
is within walking distance of Elder Park and other recreational spaces 
(bottom image). 

Industrial / Commercial Context
The site’s location within Govan means that it sits alongside a split 
range of land use, other than residential.  Surrounding streets 
display predominantly industrial typologies of residential. Whilst the 
wider area contains more intensive industrial sites, especially to the 
east of the site
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The site is located with good public transportation links within close 
proximity. The site is accessible to a range of sustainable modes of 
transport.  Both the Govan subway station and bus station (Govan 
Interchange) is approximately 0.7 miles (14min walk) to the east. 
There are also numerous bus stops located on Crossloan Road and 
Uist Street to the north of the site.

The Clyde FastLink is a proposed high frequency bus rapid transit 
system in Glasgow. It is expected to operate between Glasgow City 
Centre and several local and regional destinations, including Glasgow 
Harbour, the Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre and Renfrew. 
The introduction of the new Govan – Partick footbridge will create 
new opportunities for easy access to Partick and the West End.

The available public transport within the area ensures that the 
development is located in a high accessibility area and will provide 
residents with an alternative option to the private car, with timetables 
accommodating commuter travel. 

The streets surrounding the site benefit from wide carriageways 
and are generally subject to 30mph speed restrictions which are 
conducive to cycling. 

Subway

Motorway

Railway

Fast Link Bus Route

CONNECTIVITY
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AND OPPORTUNITIES
SITE CONSTRAINTS

The site offers few constraints and hosts a variety of opportunities to 
provide betterment to the immediate area and Govan. 

Strong tenemental frontages and prominent corners are amongst a 
host of key design opportunities Nimmo Drive has to offer. 

1 Existing tenement storey heights and massing.

2 Greenfield Street School lying derelict

3 Characterful tenement blocks with a strong materiality and   
 rhythmic quality.

4 Prominent block corners addressing each other.

5 Large industrial area directly east.

6 Surrounding area composed of both industrial and residential  
 with a mix of typologies. 

7 Adjacent community garden
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SURVEYS AND REPORTS

A number of surveys were undertaken at the early analysis stage, with 

their recommendations incorporated within the proposal as appropriate. 

The full report is enclosed with a brief summary noted below:

Drainage Strategy

The proposed drainage for the site will comprise a separate foul and 

surface water system that will discharge to the combined sewer on 

Nimmo Drive and Elderpark Street. The foul water will be collected in 

a 150mm dia. sewer and discharge, via disconnecting manhole, to the 

combined sewer. Surface water from roofs, roads and hard standing 

areas will be attenuated, treated and discharged (via hydrobrake 

manhole) to the combined sewer. 

Existing Flows:

The site is relatively small, approximately 2000m2 – the majority of 

which, in its current condition, is hardstanding area. 

In accordance with BS8301, and assuming the number of appliances, 

the foul water flow from the existing building is approximately 1.0 l/s. 

Assuming 40mm depth of rainfall over the entire area, the surface 

water flow from the site would be in the region of 22 l/s.

Proposed Flows:

In accordance with Sewers for Scotland 4, the proposed foul water rate 

will be 0.65 l/s, far less than that of the existing condition.

In accordance with Sewers for Scotland 4 and SEPA guidelines, the 

proposed surface water will be attenuated, treated and discharged at 

a rate of 6 l/s. In addition, the hardstanding area for the proposed site 

is approximately half that of the existing which drastically reduces the 

volume of surface water being conveyed to the existing sewer network. 

The proposals for the site will have a much lesser impact on the existing 

sewer network than that of the existing site. 

All designs will be in accordance with Sewers for Scotland 4 and SEPA 

guidelines and approval will be sought from Scottish Water and SEPA 

prior to any work commencing. 

Flooding:

The Desktop Study Report, carried out by Ardmore Point dated March 

2021, summarises that the site is at minimal to no risk of flooding. 

However, upon review of the SEPA Flood Maps, it can bee seen that the 

area is at a 10% chance of flooding each year from surface water. As such, 

a Flood Risk Assessment will be commissioned and the Report issued to 

the Planning Department once available. 

Site Investigation
Introduction

Ardmore Point Ltd (APL) were commissioned by the JR Group. (JRG) 

to undertake a ground investigation for the site at Nimmo Drive, Govan, 

Glasgow. This document is the summary for the information contained 

within the Draft Report, issued March 2021.  

Initial site work was carried out from the 10th to the 12th of March 2021, 

3No. rotary boreholes were sunk (R1 to R3) and in-situ testing carried out 

in generally accordance with BS 10175 and BS 5930.  SPTs, were made 

at regular intervals and the values of penetration resistance are given in 

the borehole records. Combined water and gas monitoring wells were 

installed in R1 and R2.

 

A summary of the strata encountered is given in the table below:
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Made Ground

Made Ground was encountered across the site in all exploratory 

positions. The made ground strata’s encountered varied, the site was 

under a mix of the built development and concrete slabs, under the 

made ground slabs there was a mix of general fill material, blaes fill and 

rubble fill. Made ground was recorded to a maximum depth of 2.00m in 

R3, with a maximum strata thickness of 1.50m. 

Natural Soils

Natural superficial deposits were encountered across the site consisting 

of clays and sands. Silty clay was encountered under the made ground 

in all exploratory positions, to a maximum depth of 16.70m, with a 

maximum strata thickness of 14.70m. The clay recorded was upon a 

mix of silty sands and running silty sands, which were recorded to a 

maximum depth of 23.90m, with a maximum strata thickness of 7.60m.

Bedrock

Bedrock was proven in all exploratory positions, bedrock included 

mudstone, sandstone and coal seams. Bedrock was encountered from 

20.40-23.90m. 

• Mudstone and mudstone with coal veins were recorded to a  

 maximum depth of 35.00m where the borehole was 

 terminated, with a maximum strata thickness of 3.20m.

• Sandstone and sandstone with mudstone bands were 

 recorded to a maximum depth of 35.00m where the borehole  

 was terminated, with a maximum strata thickness of 9.00m.

Coal

Intact coal seams were recorded in all exploratory positions, R1 

encountered coal from 22.10-22.70m, R2 encountered coal from 23.70-

24.20m, R3 encountered coal from 26.10-27.00m.  

Ground Water

Groundwater was not encountered in any exploratory position, all 

boreholes remained dry throughout.

Mining

The Consultants Coal Mining Report, indicates there is no past mining 

recorded mining entries for the site no probably un recorded shallow 

mining works. Please refer to the Consultants Coal Mining Report for a 

full summary (Ref: 510023944419001)

Contamination

The site is a brownfield site, with former industrial uses. From the site 

walkover it was prevalent that the ground was made, with concrete 

at surface level. During the intrusive site investigation, no visible and 

odorous signs of contamination were noted. 

From the soil analysis it has been found that contamination or potential 

sources of contamination were encountered, laboratory test results 

demonstrate values above Soil Guidance Values (SGV) trigger values 

for residential development without homegrown produce. Where the 

guideline value for any contaminant has been exceeded, remedial 

measures may be required. It is considered the remedial measures 

would need to address the presence of mercury. In borehole R3 at 

1.00m, mercury was

recorded at 16mg/kg, SVG for mercury in residential developments 

without homegrown produce is 1.2mg/kg.

Chrysotile was identified within R1 and R2. Asbestos was identified 

in 5 of the 9 samples tested. No further testing was undertaken on 

these samples. No visual evidence of asbestos was observed during 

the logging of the sample. No quantification of the asbestos identified 

was undertaken although the report identifies them as “small bundles”, 

“bundles” and “several small bundles”.  Given that the site had been 

previously developed, the presence of some asbestos is of no great 

surprise. There was no evidence for bulk asbestos containing materials 

(ACMs) on site, although the presence of asbestos and bulk asbestos within 

the made ground on site cannot be ruled out with the information to hand. 

There is always the slight possibility that a source of unidentified buried 

bulk asbestos may be present on site, although this is considered unlikely. 

Should visual evidence of asbestos be identified during groundworks or 

construction, work in the area should be halted and advice from a suitably 

qualified environmental engineer sought. Due to the presence of asbestos 

fibres in bundles across the site, remedial measures may be required. 

 

Foundations

It is presumed that future ground levels will be similar to those which 

currently exist, and we understand that the proposed FFL would typically 

be 200mm above existing ground level and that foundations will be placed 

at the shallowest convenient depth.  

From inspection of the ground conditions, we would suggest that the most 

appropriate foundation design solution is a piled solution into the bedrock 

at approximately 21m minimum depth below ground level. It should be 

noted specialist advice would be required from a Professional Piling 

Contractor to design the pilling solution. Design of a pilling foundation 

solution is out-with the scope of this report.

Water Pipes

No recommendations are given within the report. The Contractor should 

allow for UKWIR testing to be conducted once potable water routes have 

been established to confirm the pipe type required. This information 

should be forwarded to Scottish Water for approval. 

Ground Gas

At the time the report was written gas monitoring had yet to be concluded; 

early indication is that no gas protection measures will be required. 

However, this may change once the final results have been assessed.
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Road Construction

Significant made ground was recorded across the site, therefore, a full 

600mm capping layer will be required.

Concrete

pH values and sulphate concentrations indicate that the ground 

conditions fall within the design sulphate class DS-1 and ACEC class 

AC-1as per BRE Special Digest 1. An appropriate concrete specification 

is required to protect building elements in contact with these conditions.

Remediation Strategy

During construction and intrusive ground works it is recommended that 

remedial measures are undertaken to reduce the risk to site workers 

and neighbouring personnel. Remedials measures should include 

standard health and safety and risk management. During Site Work. 

Should visual evidence of asbestos be identified during groundworks 

or construction, work in the area should be halted and advice from a 

suitably qualified environmental engineer sought.   Due to the levels of 

asbestos recorded on site within the made ground, particular attention 

should be brought to dust monitoring, and if necessary, suppression 

measures should be put into practice where contamination is becoming 

airborne. Suppression measures could including the likes of air mist.

In areas of built development or hard landscaping no pathway will exist 

between the source of contamination and the human receptors by 

ingestion or dermal contact. In areas of soft landscaping a minimum 

capping layer of 600mm of inert ‘clean’ fill from a licensed approved 

contractor, is recommended as cover over any existing made ground. 

The capping layer should comprise 450mm of suitable subsoil 

and 150m of clean topsoil. Where planting is to be introduced into 

areas of soft landscaping, the existing made ground, as potentially 

contaminated material should be removed and replaced to an extent 

of approximately 1.5 times the maximum root zone of the introduced 

planting. The minimal soft landscaping of imported clean topsoil, will 

comply in accordance with BS 3882  Specification for Topsoil Table 1 

Topsoil Characteristics.

A comprehensive remediation strategy should be prepared by a 

specialist and submitted to the local authority for approval. 

Levels

Both areas of the site split by Elderpark Street are reletively level. The 

proposed ground floor finshed floor levels to both blocks are noted 

450mm above the existing external ground level. This is to provide ane 

lement of privacy to the ground floor flats to address street frontage. 

The 450mm height also allows ramped barrier free access to the 4 no. 

whellechair units at the corners of teh development. 


